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Abstract 
 
Many fuzzy topologists have very good interest in generalized fuzzy closed sets and in fuzzy point set topology. Here, properties of GS 

 in fuzzy topological spaces and its relationship with other generalized fuzzy closed sets has been discussed.  
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1. Introduction 

In General Fuzzy Topology, generalized fuzzy open sets play a 

vital role the recent research topics worldwide. Semi open sets 
was defined by Levine [1] as weaker sets than open sets in topo-
logical spaces. After Levine’s semi open set, Mathematicians writ-
ten  papers  on new open and generalized open sets. As the contin-
uation of the work by Levine on generalized closed sets. Maki [2] 
discussed about  GS sets in the above domain. The GS set is said 
to be the saturated set which is equal to its kernel.  Arenas [3] 
introduced the notation of  -open and -closed sets. The notions 

of -frontier , -exterior , - derived, -border was introduced 
by Miguel Caldas et.al[4] and  it was proved that their properties 
are analogous to open sets properties along  with -closure opera-
tor.  generalized closed sets ( g, - g, g ) properties were 
introduced by Caldas, S. Jafari and T. Noiri [5]. The g open and 
closed sets are weaker than open and closed sets of fuzzy topology 
and are stronger than the generalized open and closed sets. 

A class of fuzzy called GS  fuzzy which is closed in fuzzy topo-

logical domain is discussed in this paper along  with some proper-

ties. It was proved that  GS  fuzzy closed sets are weaker than  

-fuzzy open and closed sets but stronger than GS  fuzzy clo-

sure sets, GS  fuzzy open sets. But at the same time, fuzzy topo-

logical space will not be formed by GS  fuzzy closure sets since 

the U of GS  fuzzy closure sets is not GS  fuzzy closure sets. 

These notations (X, ), (Y, ) and (Z, ) will indicate 

fuzzy topological spaces without any separation axioms.  

2. Basic Terminologies 

Definition 2.1:  
 
α is contained in  CL (INT(α)) , hence the set α is defined  as semi 
fuzzy open set . 

α is contained in  INT(CL (α)) , hence the set α is defined as pre 
fuzzy open set.   
α = INT(CL (α))  hence the set α  is defined as  regular fuzzy open 
set.The complementary sets of pre, semi and regular fuzzy open 
are called Semi closed sets. p(CL (α)) is the joint of fuzzy partially  

closed sets having α.  
Definition 2.2 : Fuzzy topological space is defined in the follow-
ing manner 

1. CL(α) is contained in U where  U is open in Y,hence α is 

said to be generalized closed . 

2. CL(α) is contained in U where U is g-open in Y,hence  α is 
said to be  fuzzy g * closure set . 

3. S [CL (α)] is contained in U , hence U is semi open set 

of Y it is said to be generalized fuzzy semi closed set . 

4. Fuzzy pre closure  if P [CL (α)]  is contained in U, when-

ever α U and U is fuzzy open in Y.  

5. Fuzzy semi closure  if S CL (α) is contained in U, when-ever 

α  U and U is fuzzy open set of  Y.  

6. If α is the intersection of  β and γ, β being a --set , γ 

being a closed fuzzy  set ,then α  is said to be fuzzy -closure  . 

7. CL (α) is contained in U and α  U , α  of Y is defined 

as  fuzzy - GS closure  set . 

These  complementary  closed sets are said to be  its respective 

fuzzy open sets.  ,which is a closed subset α of X is denoted by 

CL( (α)), (CL (α)) is the combination of all  closed sets con-

taining α.  

 
Proposition 2.3: If S is contained in a fuzzy topology X, then  

If  - fuzzy closure is S and S = T  CL(S), S = S   CLα(S) , 

where T is a -fuzzy set.  

 
Lemma 2.4: Let S and T be subsets of a fuzzy topological domain. 

1. S being fuzzy closed in  S is   CL (  (S)). 
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2. CL (  (S)) = {F CL (X, ) / S  F}  

3. S  CL(  (S) CL (S).  

4. If S T, then  CL(  (S)  is a subset of  

 (T). 

5. CL (  (S) ) is -fuzzy closed. 

6. The largest  fuzzy open set is   (S) contained in S.  

7. In case of S  being  fuzzy open in  then S = INT  (S).  

8. X \ INT  (S) =  CL (  (X\S)) 

 
Proposition 2.5: α being a fuzzy subset of a topological domain X.  

-fuzzy limit point of  X  (α \{ }) = The -

fuzzy set of α contains the set all limit points of α that are -

fuzzy denoted as D  α. 

 
Lemma 2.6: The statements which are given below are true  

1. CL( (α) )= α  R  α. 

2. R  α is a subset of  (α).  

3. α is a subset of β then   R  α is a subset of R β.  

4. R α is a subset of  R   R  (α β) and  

5. R  (α ) is a subset of   R α intersection of R β.  

6. INT  (α) ]  [INT  (β) ]  INT  

(α β)].  

7. INT  (α)]  INT  (β)]  

INT  (α β)].  

8. INT  (α) ]= α\ R  (X\α)  

3. Some properties of GS fuzzy closure 

sets 

Proposition 3.1:  (Y, Ω) be a fuzzy topological domain . If 

CL(  (α)) , whenever α  , where  is 

semi open in Y. A subset α of Y is said to be a GS   fuzzy clo-

sure set. First we prove GS  fuzzy closure sets are weaker than 

-fuzzy closure  sets and fuzzy closed sets but stronger than 

GS  fuzzy closed sets. 

 

Theorem 3.2:  Each and every -fuzzy closure is GS  fuzzy 

closure. 

Proof : If  T    , T is  closure set, then CL(T) is equal to T 

which is a subset of  U. Hence T is GS  fuzzy closure. 

 
Theorem 3.3: T is  a semi open fuzzy subset of (Y, Ω)  Hence T 

is a GS  fuzzy closure since T is  fuzzy closure  set. 

Proof : Here α  is GS  fuzzy closed and fuzzy semi open. Since 

α is GS  fuzzy closed and CL  (α)] is contained in α. 

Hence α is fuzzy closed. 

 

Theorem 3.4: All open fuzzy set  is  GS  closed in fuzzy. 

Proof : Since all open set in fuzzy  is  closed and all -

fuzzy closure set  is GS  fuzzy closure set, we have all open set 

in fuzzy to be  GS  closed fuzzy. 

 

Theorem 3.5: All GS  closed set in fuzzy is GS  closed set 

in fuzzy of the space  (Y, γ). 

Proof : If T is GS fuzzy closure  in (Y, ) , α is contained 

in  with  is fuzzy open set in (Y, ). Since every fuzzy 

open set is fuzzy semi open and α is GS  fuzzy closed, we have 

CL(  (α)) . Hence α is GS  fuzzy closed set. 

 

Theorem 3.6: Each and every  closure set is said to be GS  

fuzzy closed set in (Y, ). 

Proof : α being  closed set in (Y, ).and α is a subset of  , 

where  is fuzzy semi open set in (Y, ).As α is  fuzzy closed, 

we have CL(A)  is a subset of  . Hence we have 

CL(α )  . Thus α  is GS fuzzy closed set. 
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